
Hold on to your box! You can use it to return your mockup. 

Step 1: Lacing up
Wearing just a thin tank top, and your favorite bra (for underbust only), 

ensure that the waist tape is sitting at your true waist, between ribcage and hip
bones. This may mean that the corset sits too high or low elsewhere.

There is no need to worry about breaking your mockup in slowly. Lace it snugly to start,
with a parallel gap fwith a parallel gap from top to bottom.Wait about 5-10 minutes for the fabric, and
your body to relax, and then tighten down further, as far as you comfortably can,

keeping the gap parallel.

Step 2: Take Pictures! 
With your arms down at your sides, photograph the front, back, and side profile  of

the corset. Lift your arms, and take a second shot of the side profile.
Full body shots are not necessary. Fill the frame with the entirety of the corset.

Send these to Send these to your me! I can’t wait to see, and I may have
further instruction/questions for you.

Step 3: Assessing the Fit
Measure the width of your gap. Let me know what your preferred gap size is.

If your corset feels too big in any area, experiment with pinching the surrounding
panels, to find the best place to remove excess fabric.

Mark the fabric to be removed, tapering smoothly to the areas that fit well.
If doing If doing multiple adjustments, it’s best to pin as you go, as removing fabric in one

area will affect the fit elsewhere as well.

 

Fitting your Custom Mockup
from Wild Rose Atelier

Check that the side seams of the corset are straight, and aligned with the sides of your
body. If not, use a thin marker to draw a corrected line on the corset.

Is the corset digging in anywhere around the top or bottom edge? Adjust the laces until
it fits smoothly, and re-measure your new non-parallel gap, at top, waist and bottom.

Are you happy with the height/length, and shape of the top and bottom lines .
Does it allow comfortable movement, and sufficient coverage?

RotRotate your arms to ensure that your armpits and shoulderblades aren’t impeded.
Make sure that your lap and bum have enough room in a seated position. 
Consider how the top line of the bust will work with your wardrobe, and how

much cleavage you are comfortable with. (for overbust only)
To shorten, draw a line where the shortened edge should be. To lengthen, measure

how much additional length is needed, at each seam, and mark.
(+3/4” , for example.)

Is Is your corset putting uncomfortable pressure on your hips or ribcage? It’s a good idea
to wear your mockup for an hour or so, and see if any comfort issues arise.

If you feel any “hot spots” develop, mark them with an X.

Are you happy with the overall silhouette that your corset creates? How it feels?
If there’s anything that you wish was a little bit different, or doesn’t feel quite right,

please let me know!

Please confirm with me that we have all the info we need, before returning your
momockup to;

Wild Rose Atelier/Rebecca Balfour
59 Pixley Private
Ottawa, Ontario
K1G 4C3

Many of the components of your mockup can be reused in your final corset.


